WEBSITE POSTING
ANALYST
Based in Silicon Valley, Light Street Capital manages approximately $2.6 billion across
two global public equities strategies and a late stage growth strategy focused on the
technology and media sectors. Light Street conducts rigorous fundamental analysis on
companies to identify investment opportunities where technologies, products, and/or
business models are undergoing change and innovation.
Duties: Analyst at Light Street Capital’s office in San Francisco, California will serve as
a critical member of its Investment Team. Responsibilities include: Researching
technology companies in Asia to identify investment opportunities and inform
investment decisions; Following industry trends and developing a strong network for
information gathering; Working with our proprietary research team to source and
develop supporting data; Formulating investment theses and ideas in public and private
company markets; Working with senior Analysts to develop financial models that
support investment theses; Critically analyzing all investment ideas and participating in
team discussions; and Travelling to investor conferences and company meetings in
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, and other countries in Asia at least 25% of
the time (for a total of more than 13 weeks and up to 26 weeks per year).
Analyst will report directly to Light Street Capital’s Partner, Asia ex-Japan, who in turn
reports to the Chief Investment Officer.
Must have: Minimum of Bachelor’s Degree in Finance, Economics, or Business
Administration with a concentration in Finance (or its foreign equivalent), plus 5 years of
relevant work experience as an Analyst or similar position with a private equity fund or
investment bank. Must also have (or experience must include): Experience with
Technology, Media and Telecommunications (TMT) investing; Experience with both
public and private company analysis and investing; Experience working as a
contributing member of an investment team; Experience conducting diligence with
senior executives and management teams of public and private companies; Experience
preparing detailed investment diligence materials to investment committee; Experience
conducting consumer / professional surveys to help inform investment decisions; Strong
understanding of fundamental analysis of companies, sector, and valuation techniques
to relay and update investment thesis; Accounting proficiency to understand, interpret
and analyze financial statements and to create baseline inputs for financial models;
Advanced Excel skills, including creation of pivot tables, to build and maintain complex,
multi-variable financial models capable of forecasting company financial performance
based on publicly available data and analyst input; Experience with regression analysis
and time-series analysis techniques; Demonstrated broad professional network in
venture capital, public equity and private market investing; Excellent analytical and
quantitative skills; Strong written and verbal communications skills; and Willingness and
ability to conduct limited international travel to investor conferences and company
meetings in China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, and other countries in Asia at
least 25% of the time (for a total of more than 13 weeks and up to 26 weeks per year).

Full-time. Position is located at 101 California Street, Suite 4650, San Francisco, CA
94111. To apply, please send resume and cover letter to recruiting@lightstreet.com; no
phone calls.

